
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) refers to a machine being almost human like, that be that it can 

understand the world and also has capacity to learn and then carry out a variety of tasks. If it wasn't just 

science - fiction theory, AGI would be able to combine its computer like recall and logical operations 

with flexible, broad thinking and reasoning. Therefore , as a human, this could overshadow human tasks 

and jobs, leaving many unemployed. If more people are unemployed, starvation and death rate could 

increase, but also quality of life could decrease with people feeling a lesser sense of purpose. This could 

see a spike in suicide cases. There is also the problem that this could cause crime rates to increase 

dramatically. However, for the general human population, this could bring many benefits. Having a vast 

amount of AGI equivalent each to the brightest humans could offer new and innovative solutions to 

issues such as climate change. Money by governments could also be saved through AGI being able to 

complete everyday tasks in the public sector such as diagnosing diseases and surgery. These specific 

tasks are especially controversial and for certain people, not practical. This might be due to - especially 

in the medical profession - people being more inclined to listen to advice from someone they can relate 

to but also the scene of comfort that being able to emotionally feel someone listening to your issues.  

Other advantages could be that AGI would be available 24/7 , allowing for a more productive workforce 

which could in turn help emerging and developing nations in their battle to overcome poverty and flip 

the lack of GDP which is needed to reinvest and 'level - up' a nation. Furthermore, AGI has the 

advantage that it can make faster and more precise data based decisions but this also is a double edge 

sword as the emotionally side of dilemmas are compromised. Key concepts which must be thought 

through before the birth of AI including aspects such as the moral dilemmas of self driving cars. The 

birth of AGI could even mean that your own car could chose to kill you if it analyses that the best 

solution that option. AGI having a conscious could mean that unplugging it could be technically classed 

as murder. Also, if we were to unplug the machine, we must ask ourselves - after we have become 

dependent on machines to complete activities which in some cases could keep us alive ( such as 

reminding us to take certain medicine) - could leave the incompetent human race in calamity.  


